Tetrapeptide unfolding dynamics followed by core-level spectroscopy: a first-principles approach.
In this work we demonstrate that core level analysis is a powerful tool for disentangling the dynamics of a model polypeptide undergoing conformational changes in solution and disulphide bond formation. In particular, we present computer simulations within both initial and final state approximations of 1s sulphur core level shifts (S1s CLS) of the CYFC (cysteine-phenylalanine-tyrosine-cysteine) tetrapeptide for different folding configurations. Using increasing levels of accuracy, from Hartree-Fock and density functional theory to configuration interaction via a multiscale algorithm capable of reducing drastically the computational cost of electronic structure calculations, we find that distinct peptide arrangements present S1s CLS sizeably different (in excess of 0.5 eV) with respect to the reference disulfide bridge state. This approach, leading to experimentally detectable signals, may represent an alternative to other established spectroscopic techniques.